Multilateral level: encouragement for institutional investor activism… OECD Principles of CG 2004: -"The exercise of ownership rights by all shareholders, including institutional investors, should be facilitated."
-""shareholders, including institutional shareholders, should be allowed to consult with each other on issues concerning their basic shareholder rights as defined in the Principles, subject to exceptions to prevent abuse".
…and for disclosure of voting policies The point of view of institutional investors from their voting record: results -institutional investors in the US seem to have a more adversarial voting pattern vis-à-vis company managements than in the UK; this might be due to the fewer voting rights given to shareholders by the US regulatory framework.
-institutional investors' voting pattern in the EU is by far the most adversarial in France, where there is a high incidence of control-enhancing mechanisms.
Other voting patterns in the EU -Institutional investors seem to have an adversarial voting stance also in Greece, Belgium and Sweden, where control-enhancing mechanisms are also present, while in Italy they tend to have a low voting turnout.
-More in general, investors' voting pattern in the EU seems to be sensitive to the presence of control-enhancing mechanisms, ownership concentration, and to the origin of the national legal system.
In the EU the strength of minority investors is already important… National provisions ("put up or shut up" in FRA; acting in concert in GER…): self-restraint at national level? National legislation should guarantee shareholders' rights to coordinate their voting policies.
Deviations from the "one share one vote" principle: The European Commission recently announced it would adopt no initiative; the ECJ (WV ruling) seems to have outruled "extreme" forms of deviations from the 1s1v principle.
(ii) Investor-related: -Conflicts of interest: separating fund managers from other interests in the portfolio companies. No current initiative at EU level; moral suasion under way in Italy according to the press; -"rational apathy" : in the UK moral suasion at institutional level raised investors' presence at company meetings; Directive 2007/39 should reduce voting costs thereby increasing propensity to vote.
